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OEIG SUMMARY REPORT

Date of Report:

I.

January 28, 2020

Allegations and Investigation

The Office of Executive Inspector General (OEIG) received a complaint on December 6, 2019
from Data Input Associate [Complainant] (hereinafter “[Complainant]”). The complaint was
comprised of various allegations encompassing most of the employees in the Business Services
UCC section. A summary of the most pertinent allegations are as follows:
A. “Everyone” abuses time and fails to turn in time off slips and supervisor Dennis
Hankins (“Hankins”) is aware of the undocumented tardiness and time abuse yet fails
to take supervisory action;
B. Two employees, [SOS Employee 2] (“[SOS Employee 2]”) and [SOS Employee 3]
(“[SOS Employee 3]”), frequently appear impaired during work hours and need
assistance completing assigned tasks. Hankins is aware of this and fails to take
supervisory action;
C. [Complainant] alleged that Hankins told her that employee [SOS Employee 1]
(“[SOS Employee 1]”) had falsified her original employment application/resume and
does not have the educational ability to be competent in her position;
D. [Complainant] alleged that many of the UCC section employees frequently violate the
personal cell phone policy and that supervisor Hankins is aware and fails to take
supervisory action;
E. [Complainant] summarized her sexual harassment complaint against Hankins by
stating that he is a “very sexual person” who makes sexually suggestive or
inappropriate remarks in the workplace on a daily basis;
F. [Complainant] alleged that, on one occasion, Hankins directed employees to engage
in unethical conduct for the benefit of an outside third party.
On December 12, 2019, [Complainant] sent an e-mail to the Business Services Personnel Liaison
further documenting her allegations. [References the investigatory file and is not part of the
summary report]. This email was forwarded to the OEIG on December 19, 2019. Reporting
Inspectors (“R/Is”) interviewed [Complainant] on January 2, 2020 in the Business Services UCC
Section conference room. At [Complainant]’s request, also present throughout the interview was
SEIU steward [Union Steward]. [Complainant] acknowledged her understanding of SOS Policy
1.8 Official Investigations regarding the need to be truthful and complete in her statements to
investigators.
On January 2, 2020, R/Is Megan Morgan and Laura Bryson interviewed Data Input Associate
[SOS Employee 3], Data Input Associate [SOS Employee 4] (“[SOS Employee 4]”) and
Operations Assistant [SOS Employee 5] (“[SOS Employee 5]”). Each individual was advised
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they were not the subject of the investigation and were being called to answer questions as a
witness. Each acknowledged her understanding of SOS Policy 1.8 Official Investigations
regarding the obligation to be truthful and complete in their statements to investigators.
On January 3, 2020, R/Is Morgan and Bryson interviewed Intermittent Data Input Associate
[SOS Employee 6] (“[SOS Employee 6]”), Administrative Assistant I [SOS Employee 7] (“[SOS
Employee 7]”) and Administrative Clerk [SOS Employee 2]. On January 6, 2020, R/Is
interviewed Administrative Clerk [SOS Employee 8] (“[SOS Employee 8]”). Each individual
was advised they were not the subject of the investigation and were being called to answer
questions as a witness. Each individual acknowledged their understanding of SOS Policy 1.8
Official Investigations regarding the need to be truthful and complete in their statements to
investigators.
R/Is Morgan and Bryson interviewed Administrative Assistant III [SOS Employee 1] on January
9, 2020 in the Business Services UCC Section conference room. Also present throughout the
interview was SEIU steward [Union Steward]. [SOS Employee 1] acknowledged her
understanding of each of the following policies by initialing and dating each: SOS Policy 1.8
Official Investigations, 2.18 Attendance Records, 2.3 Absenteeism and Tardiness, the Code of
Ethical Conduct with specific reference to 1.1.5 Standards and 1.1.3 Professionalism.
[References the investigatory file and is not part of the summary report]. [SOS Employee 1]
submitted a written statement on January 15, 2020. [References the investigatory file and is not
part of the summary report].
R/Is Morgan and Bryson interviewed Executive III Hankins on January 9, 2020. Hankins
acknowledged his understanding of each of the following policies by initialing and dating each:
SOS Policy 1.8 Official Investigations, 2.39 Sexual Harassment, 2.22 Workplace Harassment
and Discrimination, 2.3 Absenteeism and Tardiness, the Code of Ethical Conduct with specific
reference to 1.1.5 Standards and 1.1.3 Professionalism. [References the investigatory file and is
not part of the summary report]. Hankins submitted a written statement on January 14, 2020.
[References the investigatory file and is not part of the summary report].
A.

ABUSE OF TIME

[Complainant] provided the following specific examples regarding her time abuse allegations in
her interview:
1.
[Complainant] named employees [SOS Employee 2], [SOS Employee 3] and
[SOS Employee 1] specifically as employees who were frequently tardy and abused time by not
completing time off slips.
a.
[SOS Employee 2] is routinely twenty to forty minutes late in the morning
and does not complete a time off slip. Hankins is aware of her tardiness having explained
to [Complainant] that [SOS Employee 2] has a [Personal Situation] causing the tardiness,
but he otherwise takes no action to correct it.
b.
On November 26, 2019, [SOS Employee 3] arrived to work twenty
minutes late and then left work for two hours and fifty-five minutes. Upon returning,
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[SOS Employee 3] took her lunch hour. [Complainant] alleged no time off slip was
completed.
c.
[SOS Employee 1] and [Complainant] commuted to work for a period of
time and thus [Complainant] was aware of some of [SOS Employee 1]’s time abuse. As
an example, [Complainant] alleged that on May 8, 2019, she and [SOS Employee 1] were
at [Restaurant 1] picking up bagels for the office at 8:31 AM and no time off was
assessed against either employee. [Complainant] provided a time and date-stamped
photo of herself and [SOS Employee 1] outside [Restaurant 1]. [References the
investigatory file and is not part of the summary report]. [Complainant] alleged that there
is an understanding in the UCC section that if you bring bagels or doughnuts into the
office you will not be assessed for being late.
2.
[Complainant] believes that [SOS Employee 1], the attendance clerk, falsifies or
fails to turn in time off slips for herself and others.
a.
[Complainant] reported that due to a flat tire she was an hour and a half
late on July 22, 2019. [Complainant] complained that she received disparate treatment
because Hankins demanded that she complete a time off slip. [Complainant] complained
to [SOS Employee 1] that it was not fair, and [SOS Employee 1] reminded [Complainant]
that it is [SOS Employee 1] that actually turns in the time off slips to the Personnel
Liaison. [Complainant] reported that some time later her carbon copy of the July 22,
2019 time off slip went missing from her desk and that, to date, she has never been
assessed the time off.
b.
[Complainant] alleged that [SOS Employee 1] is frequently away from the
office for doctor’s visits and illness. According to [Complainant], she has heard Hankins
state that there is no way [SOS Employee 1] has [paid time off] left, “unless she’s
fudging the books.”
3.
[Complainant] alleged that jigsaw puzzles are worked in the conference room
during work hours that are neither lunch hours nor designated breaks and that supervisor Hankins
is aware of this and fails to take supervisory action. [SOS Employee 1] started bringing in
jigsaw puzzles in 2018, and she and others work on them. [Complainant] alleged that [SOS
Employee 1] works on them during work hours that are not her lunch hour or designated breaks.
R/Is observed [SOS Employee 4] working on the puzzles upon our arrival to the UCC Section on
January 2, 2020. [SOS Employee 4]’s work status at the time was not determined. The location
of the puzzles was documented by R/Is. [References the investigatory file and not part of the
summary report].
4.
[Complainant] alleged that there is a blanket and pillow in the conference room
because “napping is allowed” and supervisor Hankins is aware of this yet fails to take
supervisory action. [Complainant] submitted a photo she had taken of an individual laying on
the floor in the conference room with feet elevated on a chair. [References the investigatory file
and is not part of the summary report]. [Complainant] alleged this person was [SOS Employee
2] and that [SOS Employee 2] is allowed to take naps that last two hours or more. The location
of a blanket, pillow, DVD player and yoga mat in the conference room was documented by R/Is.
[References the investigatory file and is not part of the summary report]. [Complainant] also
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alleged that [SOS Employee 2] naps on the floor of her cubicle which is visible to the public
walking by.

1a. [SOS Employee 2] Routinely Tardy. Several employees confirmed that [SOS
Employee 2] is frequently tardy including [SOS Employee 3], [SOS Employee 4], [SOS
Employee 7] and [SOS Employee 1]. [SOS Employee 2] herself admitted to being tardy “at
times” due to an ongoing [Personal Situation]. [SOS Employee 2] stated that if she is going to be
over 15 minutes late she texts Hankins to let him know. Upon arriving at work [SOS Employee
2] said she completes a time off slip. On occasion she may ask if she can work part of her lunch
hour to cover the tardy. A review of [SOS Employee 2] 2019 Year-At-A-Glance form showed 31
days where [SOS Employee 2] used two hours or less of time suggesting that she is documenting
at least some of her tardiness. [References the investigatory file and is not part of the summary
report]. Hankins believes that his employees do their best to get to work on time and he does not
believe there is a tardiness problem in the UCC section. In his written statement, Hankins
described tardies as a “rare circumstance.” He explained that his employees are expected to fill
out a time slip to cover an absence (or tardy), but that if they request to work through lunch or a
break on the same day in order to compensate for time off he will usually allow it. Hankins
knows that [SOS Employee 2] is sometimes tardy, but stated he was aware she has an ongoing
[Personal Situation] and allows her to either use time or make up the time over lunch or break.
Hankins prefers to let his employees be on the honor system because he trusts everyone he works
with and that is the work environment he wants to build. [SOS Employee 1] is also aware that
Hankins allows [SOS Employee 2] to make up some of her tardiness by working through lunch
or her breaks.
1b.
[SOS Employee 3]’ Tardy on 11/26/19. Several employees including [SOS
Employee 4], [SOS Employee 7] and [SOS Employee 1] indicated that [SOS Employee 3] is
tardy on occasion but usually not by more than 5 minutes. [SOS Employee 1] stated that [SOS
Employee 3] is typically allowed to make up the time by working through her break. [SOS
Employee 3] initially denied ever being tardy and stated that if she ever were tardy she would
text [SOS Employee 1] and Hankins to let them know. [SOS Employee 3] stated that she has
never been asked to sign a time off slip for being tardy. She then recalled being tardy on
December 16, 2019 and completing a time off slip for the occasion. On January 6, 2020, R/Is reinterviewed [SOS Employee 3] regarding her November 26, 2019 activities. [SOS Employee 3]
remembered the date because it was the day she attended a funeral for a friend’s brother. At this
point, [SOS Employee 3] requested the presence of a union steward and the interview was
postponed to January 9, 2020. On January 9, 2020 in the presence of SEIU steward [Union
Steward], R/Is resumed the interview. [SOS Employee 3] related that she drove her vehicle from
the Howlett Building to a funeral visitation in Benld, Illinois that morning. [SOS Employee 3]
recalled eating a [Restaurant 2] sandwich over her lunch hour in the UCC section conference
room upon her return. [SOS Employee 3] advised that she completed a time off slip. A review
of [SOS Employee 3] 2019 Year-At-A-Glance revealed [SOS Employee 3] had used 1.75 hours
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of vacation on November 26, 2019. 1 [References the investigatory file and is not part of the
summary report]. In his interview, Hankins did not remember [SOS Employee 3] being gone
from work for any period of time on that date. In his written statement, however, Hankins
provides numerous specific details. Hankins states that he was aware that [SOS Employee 3]
had arrived at work on November 26, 2019 at 8:00 AM, then left for a funeral at 8:45 AM and
returned to work at 10:30 AM. Hankins also knew that at 11AM [SOS Employee 3]’ husband
“[SOS Employee 3’s husband]” ([other identifying information related to SOS Employee 3’s
husband]) stopped by with lunch from [Restaurant 2], and [SOS Employee 3] and her husband
ate in the UCC conference room. Hankins affirmed that [SOS Employee 3] was not gone for
nearly 3 hours on that date.
1c.
[SOS Employee 1] & [Complainant] [Restaurant 1] Tardy on 5/8/19. [SOS
Employee 1] acknowledged that she and [Complainant] commuted to work together from [City
1], Illinois, for the last two years until approximately the end of September 2019 when
[Complainant] moved to [City 2], Illinois. [SOS Employee 1] stated she is not tardy unless she
has a [Personal Situation] and then she either uses [paid time off] or works her lunch hour with
Hankins’ approval. [SOS Employee 1] said that the visit to [Restaurant 1] on May 8, 2019,
occurred with Hankins’ pre-approval. [SOS Employee 1] explained that she and [Complainant]
went to the [Restaurant 1] on [Street 1] on their way to work to purchase bagels for the office
only to discover that the store was out of bagels. She and [Complainant] then got lost travelling
to the [Restaurant 1] on [Street 2] where they finally purchased bagels for the office. [SOS
Employee 1] and [Complainant] arrived at the office (with bagels) at approximately 9 AM.
[SOS Employee 1] asked Hankins if she needed to complete a time off slip or make up the time
and he told her “No.” According to [SOS Employee 1], [Complainant] did not ask Hankins
about turning in a slip or making up the time and neither employee submitted one. Hankins
recalled the [Restaurant 1] stops on this day. He did not remember giving [SOS Employee 1]
permission to not account for the tardiness, but could not recall time slips being submitted by
either employee. The Year-At-A-Glance for both employees shows no use of time for the date in
question. [References the investigatory file and is not part of the summary report]. Several
employees stated that there was not an understanding within the UCC section that bringing in
bagels or doughnuts when you are tardy equates to not having to document the time off. [SOS
Employee 8], [SOS Employee 1] and Hankins all called the concept a “running joke” and not
something that anyone actually does. By his own admission Hankins has told employees: “As
long as you’re going to be late, you might as well stop and get some bagels [or doughnuts].”
However, Hankins explained that what he actually meant by that was if employees are already
late they should not rush. On the other hand, [SOS Employee 7] said she understood it to be an
actual unofficial policy of which everyone was aware. [SOS Employee 2] admitted to having
brought in bagels or doughnuts in the past when she was already running late. [SOS Employee 2]
stated she had done this a few times during the first few years she worked in the UCC section,

According to Google Maps, the distance from the Howlett Building to the only funeral home in Benld is
56.2 miles and would take 57 minutes or nearly two hours round trip. [References the investigatory file and is not part
of the summary report].
1
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but not in recent years. Hankins recalled [SOS Employee 2] bringing in doughnuts and that he
still required her to turn in a time off slip.
2a.
Missing Flat Tire Tardy Slip. [SOS Employee 1] recalled the day that
[Complainant] was two hours late due to a flat tire. [SOS Employee 1] remembered seeing
[Complainant] complete the time off slip and submit it to Hankins. [SOS Employee 1] explained
that, generally, she gets the slips back from Hankins and then separates the carbon copies
returning the green to the employee, keeping the yellow for her records and sending the original
(white) to the Personnel Liaison. [SOS Employee 1] also records time off entries into an Excel
spreadsheet. R/Is requested [SOS Employee 1] search her yellow slips and her spreadsheet for
[Complainant]’s July 22, 2019 tardy. [SOS Employee 1] had no record of any time off for
[Complainant] on that day. [SOS Employee 1] said she had no independent recollection of
receiving the slip from Hankins. [SOS Employee 1] denied making any statement to
[Complainant] about it being her responsibility to turn in the slips to the Personnel Liaison and
also denied any responsibility for [Complainant]’s green copy going missing from her desk.
Hankins did not recall [Complainant] having a flat tire.
2b.
[SOS Employee 1] “Fudges” Her Own Time. [SOS Employee 1] informed R/Is
that she documents her own time and forwards it to the Personnel Liaison because she has no
assigned backup. Hankins denied making any comment suggesting that [SOS Employee 1] was
“fudging” her time. Hankins said he was aware that [SOS Employee 1] had a lot of ongoing
[personal situations] for which she used [paid time off]. Hankins acknowledged that while he
signs her time off slips as supervisor, [SOS Employee 1] is responsible for documenting and
forwarding her own time off slips to the Personnel Liaison. In his written statement Hankins
identifies himself or [SOS Employee 8] as [SOS Employee 1]’s attendance clerk backup.
3.
Puzzles. [SOS Employee 1] admitted to being the original source of the puzzles.
The individuals who routinely work on the puzzles were widely acknowledged as being [SOS
Employee 1] and [SOS Employee 4] with a few other employees occasionally putting a piece in
here and there. [Complainant]’s allegation that the puzzles were worked on at times other than
lunches or breaks was universally refuted. Hankins indicated that he gets aggravated by jigsaw
puzzles in general and so does not work on them.
4.
Napping. Several employees admitted to an awareness of the pillow and blanket
in the conference room ([SOS Employee 3] and [SOS Employee 2]). [SOS Employee 2]
admitted to using the pillow and yoga mat to sleep in the conference room. Several employees
were aware that napping goes on during the day ([SOS Employee 4], [SOS Employee 5], [SOS
Employee 6], [SOS Employee 7] and [SOS Employee 2]). Some employees ([SOS Employee 4]
and [SOS Employee 8]) pointed out that [SOS Employee 6] places a curtain up across her
cubicle door at times and they both believed her to be napping within her cubicle. [SOS
Employee 2] admitted to napping on the floor of her cubicle on two occasions but denied that she
was visible to the general public. [SOS Employee 2] showed R/Is her workspace and where she
had taken naps. While [SOS Employee 2]' body would not necessarily be visible to the general
public walking by, her feet elevated on the seat of a desk chair would be at least partially visible.
[SOS Employee 1] admitted to having brought the DVD player, blanket and yoga mat into the
office but said that it was with Hankins’ permission. No one admitted to napping longer than a
lunch hour. Hankins was aware of the yoga mat but claimed not to know about the pillow,
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blanket or DVD player. Hankins said that sometimes the conference room door is closed and
that “no one knows what goes on behind a closed conference room door” but he did not see a
problem with it and stated “There’s no possible way I can know what every single person is
doing every second of the day.” Hankins acknowledged he has seen employees napping at their
desks and is not aware of any policy that might be violated by that. In his written statement,
Hankins proffers that he does “not permit anyone to take a nap on State time, but if an employee
who does not work at a public service counter within view of the public wants to lie their head
down during a break or at lunch [he doesn’t] know of a reason why [he] shouldn’t let them.”
R/Is observed that portions of the UCC section are visible to the public. The public is routinely
allowed to walk past the front counter and around a corner into the office before exiting to an
area just outside of the office where they are allowed access to public computers. The workspace
of the four employees at the front desk as well as a majority of [SOS Employee 2]’ cubicle
workspace is fully visible to the public. The other areas of the office are blocked from public
view by six-foot cubicle walls.
B.

DRUG/ALCOHOL USE

According to [Complainant], two employees, [SOS Employee 2] and [SOS Employee 3],
frequently appear impaired during work hours and need assistance completing assigned tasks.
[Complainant] alleged that Hankins knows and has failed do anything about it. [Complainant]
alleged that [SOS Employee 3] frequently appears under the influence of something while at
work. [Complainant] said that she had never smelled any “pot” coming from [SOS Employee 3]
but that she seemed “high” on something. [Complainant] described [SOS Employee 3] on these
occasions as appearing to be sleepy, slow talking, having drowsy eyes and slobber coming out
the side of her mouth at times. [Complainant] has heard members of the public remark upon
[SOS Employee 3]’ impairment. She heard “[Customer 1]” with [Customer 1’s Employer] state
that [SOS Employee 3] appeared to be “in a fog.” [Complainant] also witnessed “[Customer 2]”
with [Customer 2’s Employer] say “Damn, girl. You in a fog.” while speaking to [SOS
Employee 3]. On one occasion, [Complainant] reported [SOS Employee 3]’ impairment to
Hankins who spoke briefly with [SOS Employee 3] and determined she was “fine.”
[Complainant] alleged that [SOS Employee 2] has exhibited giddiness and manic-type behavior
along with sleepiness, slurred speech and an inability to concentrate on her work. [Complainant]
alleged that [SOS Employee 7] and [SOS Employee 1] have informed Hankins that [SOS
Employee 2] is impaired and have told him he needs to go sit with her and he does. Hankins has
to frequently help [SOS Employee 2] with her job tasks due to the impairment.

R/Is interviewed all the employees within the UCC section regarding [Complainant]’s
observations of impairment. There was no suggestion in any of the interviews conducted that
either [SOS Employee 2] or [SOS Employee 3] were under the influence of alcohol or any
banned substance. The employee interviews revealed that the giddiness and flightiness that
[Complainant] observed of [SOS Employee 2] is her “normal” or default personality and regular
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manner of speaking. [SOS Employee 2] acknowledged she takes [identified] medication but
denied it ever resulted in her impairment. [SOS Employee 3] admitted to taking [identified]
medication but also denied that it had ever resulted in her impairment. [SOS Employee 3]
admitted that, when she is concentrating on her work, sometimes people walk right by her and
she does not even know it but that it is not the result of any impairment. The employee
interviews revealed that [SOS Employee 3] has a measured, thoughtful and somewhat softspoken personality and manner of speech. Only one other employee, [SOS Employee 7], alleged
that [SOS Employee 2] has appeared slow-moving or sluggish, which [SOS Employee 7]
attributed to [identified] medication that she believed [SOS Employee 2] may be taking. [SOS
Employee 7] said [SOS Employee 2] may perhaps exhibit these symptoms as often as once a
week. [SOS Employee 7] said that [SOS Employee 3] occasionally also appears slow-moving or
sluggish but that she recognized it as a symptom of having a [personal situation] rather than any
side effect of medication. Hankins acknowledged that he had received two complaints from
[Complainant] in regard to [SOS Employee 3] exhibiting impairment and that each time he went
and checked on [SOS Employee 3] himself. Hankins reported that he did not observe any
impairment during those interactions. Hankins stated that he has never observed any such signs
of impairment from [SOS Employee 2]. Hankins indicated that both [SOS Employee 3]’ and
[SOS Employee 2]’ work product is acceptable. Hankins said that he still considers [SOS
Employee 2] as being “in training” for her position and that he has, on occasion, had to go sit
with her. He indicated that her position is basically one of quality control that requires
considerable concentration and knowledge. He indicated that [SOS Employee 2] is very
conscientious in her new role and he is pleased with the progress she has made.

C.

FALSIFIED EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

[Complainant] stated that [SOS Employee 1] is not educationally qualified to be an
Administrative Assistant III. [Complainant] stated that she was told by Hankins that [SOS
Employee 1] had falsified her resume because she only has an 8 th grade education. Hankins also
said that [SOS Employee 1]’s predecessor assisted her in doing this. [Complainant] alleged that
she and [SOS Employee 7] routinely have to help [SOS Employee 1] do her job and that [SOS
Employee 1]’s work is full of mistakes and grammatical errors.

R/Is reviewed [SOS Employee 1]’s personnel file and were able to substantiate that this
allegation is without merit. 2 Hankins denied ever making any such comments. According to

A review of [SOS Employee 1]’s personnel file revealed that on each of the three occasions wherein she
completed an employment application (8/12/97, 7/9/98 and 5/21/03) she did, in fact, reveal completion of 9 th grade
and the subsequent attainment of a GED. In May of 2003, [SOS Employee 1] applied for an Administrative Clerk
position in Business Services. The records indicated she was the highest scoring candidate and was offered the
position. The Administrative Assistant III position she currently holds was not vacated until 2007 and there was no
employment application completed for her promotion to that position in her file. After attaining the AAIII position,
2
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Hankins, in “most ways” [SOS Employee 1] is competent and in others she is not. For example,
Hankins said he types his own letters because [SOS Employee 1] makes too many grammatical
mistakes. In his written statement Hankins declares that he believes [SOS Employee 1] to be
“under qualified” for her position but also that he does not actually know what her qualifications
are as he has never seen her personnel file.
D.

CELL PHONE POLICY

[Complainant] alleged that many of the UCC section employees frequently violate the personal
cell phone policy and that supervisor Hankins is aware and fails to take supervisory action.
[Complainant] specifically named [SOS Employee 1] and [SOS Employee 3] as routine violators
of the cell phone policy by having their personal cell phones out and reviewing content on them.
[Complainant] has heard Hankins complain of [SOS Employee 1] that he is “so fucking tired of
her sitting on her phone.”

The employee interviews revealed that there was universal understanding of the cell phone
policy- that personal cell phones should be set to silent or vibrate, be kept out of sight and that
phone calls, if necessary, should be brief and taken outside the workplace if at all possible.
According to [SOS Employee 4] most of the UCC employees have their smart phones out and
are using them in violation of the policy. [SOS Employee 4] has a flip phone that does not
function as anything but a telephone to take calls. [SOS Employee 4] indicated that both [SOS
Employee 3] and [Complainant] are frequently on their smart phones at their desks. [SOS
Employee 4] attributed this to boredom and lack of work. [SOS Employee 3] indicated that if
she gets a phone call she will go to the back of the office but that otherwise it is “against the
rules to be on your phone at your desk.” [SOS Employee 8] said he does not observe “a lot” of
cell phone abuse yet he added that Hankins reminds the staff of the policy regularly. Hankins
stated that employees are allowed to listen to music from their cell phones at their desks without
the use of headphones provided that the volume is kept low. Hankins indicated that
[Complainant] frequently listens to music from her cell phone at the front desk in this manner.
Hankins said that what he has observed of [SOS Employee 1]’s cell phone use has been limited
to taking calls for her [personal situation] and related scheduling.

[SOS Employee 1] has had nine annual evaluations completed by two different supervisors (Julie Blankenship and
Hankins) that all indicated her work performance was more than adequate. [SOS Employee 1]’s most recent
performance evaluation score [X] placed her well within the parameters (28-33) of the highest ranking “Outstanding”
performance category.
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E.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

According to [Complainant], Hankins is a “very sexual person” and frequently says things at
work to his subordinates that “should only be heard in a bar setting.” [Complainant] also
provided the following examples of Hankins’ sexual harassment behaviors:
1.
In approximately December 2018, [Complainant] volunteered to redo the
identification cards clipped to service company filings. She walked into Hankins’ office to say
that a 3x3 card should be big enough and Hankins responded “I don’t know many women who
would complain about three inches.” [Complainant] took this to be a reference to penis size.
2.
In approximately August 2019, [Complainant] had pulled up a chair behind [SOS
Employee 1]’s desk to assist her in a project Hankins had requested. Hankins came out of his
office and walked behind [Complainant]’s chair to see [SOS Employee 1]’s computer monitor.
[Complainant] reported that as he did so he said “Let me see if I can squeeze in there” [drawing
out the word “squeeze”] and at the same time thrust his pelvis into the back of [Complainant]’s
chair. Once behind her, Hankins then placed his hand on [Complainant]’s shoulder for
approximately 90 seconds as he reviewed the information on [SOS Employee 1]’s computer
monitor. [Complainant] stated this conduct made her uncomfortable.
3.
[Complainant] stated that she had observed Hankins comment “in front of
everyone” that he had gotten a cold chill and he then rubbed/touched each of his nipples.
4.
[Complainant] recalled an incident on December 4, 2019 when employee [SOS
Employee 7] was conversing with [Complainant]. [Complainant] was turned around in her seat at
her desk facing [SOS Employee 7] and [SOS Employee 7] was standing in a hall/walkway facing
[Complainant]. [Complainant] reported that Hankins walked behind [SOS Employee 7], stopped
and began “twerking” butt to butt with [SOS Employee 7]. [SOS Employee 7], while ignoring
Hankins, took one step forward and continued talking to [Complainant] without saying anything
to Hankins.
5.
[Complainant] has heard [SOS Employee 7] tell Hankins “God damn, Dennis. Do
you have to make everything sexual?” [Complainant] has heard [SOS Employee 1] tell Hankins
“If [[SOS Employee 1]’s husband] heard how you talk, he’d be pissed.”
6.
[Complainant] heard Hankins make a comment about having bought his girlfriend
panties.
7.
[Complainant] has heard Hankins describe women with physical descriptors such
as “Busty Barb” or “You know, that young girl, the real attractive one.” Hankins sometimes uses
sexually suggestive hand gestures along with these descriptors.
According to [Complainant], she discussed Hankins’ conduct with others including, [SOS
Employee 1] and [SOS Employee 7], and informed them that, after the August 2019 incident, she
felt uncomfortable being around Hankins. [SOS Employee 1] and [SOS Employee 7] contradict
her on this point. [SOS Employee 1] states that [Complainant] never would say that it bothered
her and [SOS Employee 7] recalled [Complainant] stating that “it does not bother me but I think
someone else could take it the wrong way.” [SOS Employee 1] and [SOS Employee 7] both
admitted to informing Hankins about [Complainant]’s comments. After these conversations and
sometime in mid-November, Hankins approached [Complainant] and asked to speak with her.
Hankins and [Complainant] walked together to the first floor hallway outside of the Howlett
Auditorium where they sat and talked for the next hour and a half. According to [Complainant],
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Hankins began the conversation by questioning why [Complainant] never came into his office by
herself and asked if she was uncomfortable around him. Hankins informed her that none of her
co-workers liked her and that he had put his hand on her shoulder because he knows she is
lonely. According to [Complainant], Hankins then revealed that [SOS Employee 1] and [SOS
Employee 7] had informed him that [Complainant] was not comfortable being around him. The
following day, [Complainant] asked Hankins if he was afraid she was going to file a sexual
harassment complaint against him and he responded, “No. I have nothing to be reported for.”
When questioned, Hankins stated that [SOS Employee 1] and [SOS Employee 7] had come to
him to report [Complainant]’s comments to them. Hankins said he deliberated about what to do
for 24 hours and then decided to have a one-on-one discussion with [Complainant]. Hankins
said he approached [Complainant] and they had an extensive discussion. Hankins denied that he
asked her why she never came into his office alone or said that he put his hand on her shoulder
because he knew she was lonely.
At a later time, there was an office meeting in the conference room announcing that Director
Cachares would be retiring soon. After this announcement, Hankins said “If anyone wants to
manipulate a situation to get me out, now is the time.” [Complainant] said she felt this comment
was directed at her. According to Hankins, he said “if anybody wants my position, now is the
time to go talk to the Director.” Hankins said this was “a light-hearted comment” and not
directed at [Complainant].

1.
In regard to the alleged comment by Hankins, “I don’t know many women who
would complain about three inches,” the employee interviews revealed that there were no other
witnesses to the conversation. [SOS Employee 4] stated that, in her experience, she did not think
the comment sounded like something Hankins would say. Conversely, [SOS Employee 7] said
that the comment was the kind of innuendo that is a typical example of Hankins’ jokes in the
office. Hankins responded that he did not recall making the comment and then stated “I don’t
make any comments in the office that I wouldn’t make in front of my fiancé, my deceased
Mother or my priest.” In his written statement, Hankins now recalls the conversation and
remembers saying “I don’t know of anyone that would have a problem with that size.”
2.
In regard to the August 2019 allegation that occurred at [SOS Employee 1]’s
desk, [SOS Employee 1] recalled that Hankins did say “I’m going to squeeze in behind you.”
However, [SOS Employee 1] stated that Hankins did not draw out the word “squeeze.” [SOS
Employee 1] stated that Hankins could have unintentionally bumped into the back of
[Complainant]’s chair given the limited space available. [SOS Employee 1] did not notice any
chair contact occur nor did she notice Hankins put his hand on [Complainant]’s shoulder. [SOS
Employee 1] first learned of Hankins allegedly placing his hand on [Complainant]’s shoulder
later the same day while she and [Complainant] conversed outside while on a break.
[Complainant] told [SOS Employee 1] that Hankins had placed his hand on her shoulder.
According to [SOS Employee 1], [Complainant] then made the statement that “if that had been
anybody else, they would have got him for sexual harassment.” [SOS Employee 1] advised
[Complainant] that if he had made her feel uncomfortable she should tell Hankins and
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[Complainant] responded “No.” [SOS Employee 1] advised R/Is that Hankins had put his hand
on her shoulder in the past and it had not made her uncomfortable. [SOS Employee 6] had
observed Hankins give employees a pat on the back and tell them they were doing a good job.
[SOS Employee 6] said she had experienced this herself and did not find it inappropriate. [SOS
Employee 5] confirmed that Hankins pats employees on the back to indicate they have done a
good job and she reported no inappropriate behavior by Hankins. [SOS Employee 7] also
confirmed that Hankins has put his hand on her shoulder in the past and that she was not
offended. In his response to this allegation, Hankins stated “I’m a big guy. I probably did bump
into the back of the chair.” In his interview, Hankins admitted to placing his hand on
[Complainant]’s shoulder while he leaned over to look at [SOS Employee 1]’s monitor. In his
written statement, Hankins described the contact as “I momentarily sat my hand on
[Complainant]’s shoulder for balance to move behind them to see the monitor.” In both
instances, Hankins said he did not intend anything by the contact.
3.
Despite [Complainant]’s statement that the comment was made “in front of
everyone,” no one corroborated [Complainant]’s claim that Hankins had commented on having a
cold chill and then rubbing his nipples. Hankins stated that on occasion he may have commented
on the temperature in the office but he did not remember making a comment about getting a cold
chill and then rubbing his nipples.
4.
In regard to the December 4, 2019 “twerking” incident, no one corroborated
[Complainant]’s version of events. [SOS Employee 7] recalled having a conversation with
[Complainant] while she stood in the walkway behind [Complainant]’s desk. [SOS Employee 7]
said that, at one point, she was aware Hankins was walking behind her because she heard his
voice. However, [SOS Employee 7] stated that she did not observe Hankins behind her nor was
she ever touched by Hankins at any point during her conversation with [Complainant]. When
R/Is described the allegation to him, Hankins stated he did not recall the incident. Hankins then
explained that on occasion he has moved or reacted in a startled manner when another employee
has walked behind him. Hankins explained that this movement by him was in jest and was meant
to imply that the employee had just goosed or pinched him on the buttocks. After this
explication, Hankins reiterated that he did not recall this incident with [SOS Employee 7].
5.
In regard to employees [SOS Employee 7] and [SOS Employee 1] negatively
responding to Hankins about his sexual comments, [SOS Employee 7] did recall making the
comment “God damn, Dennis. Do you have to make everything sexual?” However, [SOS
Employee 7] stated that she could not remember exactly what Hankins had said to prompt her
comment. According to [SOS Employee 7], whatever Hankins had said she felt it was offensive
and inappropriate for the office. When R/Is pointed out that her comment suggested that this kind
of conduct happened regularly, [SOS Employee 7] advised that Hankins has made a lot of sexual
innuendo jokes in the office. [SOS Employee 7] said that when his comments have “crossed a
line” she will call him out on it as indicated by her comment. [SOS Employee 1] was asked
about her alleged comment that her husband would not like hearing how Hankins talks. [SOS
Employee 1] at first said she did not recall ever making the comment. Then after a moment’s
reflection, [SOS Employee 1] said that she thought she might have made a similar comment
during a break, but that it did not refer to Hankins.
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6.
Hankins readily admitted that he had made a comment about buying his girlfriend
some panties. Hankins explained that the information was conveyed in response to a question
from [SOS Employee 4]. Hankins said that just before Christmas, [SOS Employee 4] asked
Hankins what gifts he was getting his girlfriend for Christmas. Hankins said he recounted all the
items he had gotten her in his answer including a weed whip, a sweater and panties from
Nordstrom’s department store. Hankins declared the conversation as non-sexual. [SOS
Employee 4] did not recall asking Hankins about his Christmas purchases and did not recall any
conversation with Hankins that involved discussion of women’s panties.
7.
Several employees had not observed Hankins describe female service company
representatives using their physical attributes ([SOS Employee 3], [SOS Employee 6], and [SOS
Employee 2]). However, some employees had. [SOS Employee 4] stated that Hankins has
commented on the attractiveness of customers coming into the unit and has used physical
descriptions. [SOS Employee 1] said that she had heard both Hankins and [SOS Employee 8]
occasionally comment to each other about the general attractiveness of a female customer but she
has not overheard them use specific physical references such as “Busty Barb.” [SOS Employee
1] said she did not find this offensive. Hankins said he has not described any service reps as
attractive or pretty, Hankins said that he may have used a description like “busty” to describe a
female possibly named Barb. Hankins said this would be said in the same manner as he would
describe a male as “broad-shouldered John.” In his written statement, Hankins specifies that “if”
he used such a description he “can see how that word might be offensive to someone but not
everyone.” Hankins then said he could not remember using the alleged phrase in a conversation.
The following is a general summary of those interviewed regarding the sexual harassment
allegations:
According to [SOS Employee 3], she has never heard any sexual talk from Hankins and he has
not said or done anything inappropriate in her presence and if he had she would have reported it.
According to [SOS Employee 5], Hankins will occasionally give employees a pat on the back
and tell them they have done a good job but she has never witnessed any inappropriate touching
or behavior by Hankins.
[SOS Employee 4] has witnessed Hankins displaying inappropriate behavior “a few times.”
[SOS Employee 4] said he jokes around but could not come up with specific examples. She said
that Hankins does comment on the attractiveness of customers coming into the unit and that he
uses physical descriptions when he does so. At the same time, [SOS Employee 4] said that she
does not consider Hankins to have made comments that are vulgar or sexual in nature. [SOS
Employee 4] said that she has received a pat on the back from Hankins while telling her she is
doing a good job. [SOS Employee 4] stated that Hankins has never touched her in an
inappropriate way, nor has she observed him touch others inappropriately. When questioned
regarding the allegation that Hankins had touched his nipples after commenting on having a cold
chill, [SOS Employee 4] also said she has never seen or heard him make reference to parts of the
body.
[SOS Employee 6] initially stated that she has never observed any inappropriate behavior,
actions or comments from Hankins. However, upon further questioning, [SOS Employee 6]
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stated that Hankins has been unprofessional and inappropriate in the office at times. [SOS
Employee 6] stated that his jokes may be “borderline.” [SOS Employee 6] was not able to
provide any examples of this conduct by Hankins but she clarified that it was nothing sexual.
[SOS Employee 6] had never heard Hankins describe customers by their physical characteristics.
[SOS Employee 2] indicated that she works in the corner and has not heard or seen any
inappropriate comments or behavior from Hankins.
[SOS Employee 7] acknowledged that some of the behavior she has witnessed from Hankins has
been inappropriate for the workplace and that it should not have to be tolerated in the workplace.
[SOS Employee 7] added that she felt that sexual harassment workplace standards have changed
quickly and that adapting behavior to the new standards is a slower process.
[SOS Employee 8] averred that generally no one uses sexual innuendo, vulgarity or makes
inappropriate comments. However, when the quote was read to him, [SOS Employee 8] said that
he could believe someone in the unit said “Damn, Dennis. Do you have to make everything
sexual?” He stated that comment did not surprise him if someone were to take Hankins’
comments the wrong way.
According to [SOS Employee 1], Hankins has been known to joke with his employees in the
same manner they joke with each other but she did not believe he had crossed a line into
impropriety. [SOS Employee 1] described the allegations made by [Complainant] as “out of
character” for Hankins and that they did not sound like things Hankins would say.
F.

ABUSE OF POSITION

[Complainant] stated that the August 2019 project that [Complainant] and [SOS Employee 1]
were working on when Hankins squeezed in behind [Complainant]’s chair involved unethical
conduct by Hankins. [Complainant] explained that only [SOS Employee 1] and Hankins can run
searches by secured party and that Hankins had asked [SOS Employee 1] to look up all the
filings by [Bank]. [SOS Employee 1] then asked [Complainant] for assistance in this task.
[Complainant] stated that Hankins is dating a woman, [Girlfriend], who works for a service
company, [Girlfriend’s Employer]. According to [Complainant], when Hankins approached
[SOS Employee 1]’s desk he asked the two women how the project was progressing and then
said “this is probably unethical but…” and then went on to explain that [Girlfriend’s Employer]
wanted [Bank]’s business and he was having them run the search at [Girlfriend]’s request.

[SOS Employee 1] explained that everyone in the UCC section can search the UCC filings
database by debtor name, but that only she and Hankins can search by secured party name. [SOS
Employee 1] stated that members of the public using www.cyberdriveillinois.com can also only
search by debtor. [SOS Employee 1] explained that DoIT had provided this limited access by
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means of a “QMF” search. 3 [SOS Employee 1] indicated that while Hankins had the ability to
do a QMF search, she did not believe he knew how. [SOS Employee 1] recalled doing the
secured party search for Hankins. [SOS Employee 1]’s original understanding was that the
search was requested by [Girlfriend’s Employer], a service company that is a frequent customer
of the UCC section. [SOS Employee 1] was aware that Hankins girlfriend, [Girlfriend], was
employed at [Girlfriend’s Employer]. [SOS Employee 1] said that [Complainant] was not at
[SOS Employee 1]’s desk because she ([SOS Employee 1]) needed help running the QMF
search, but rather because she might have been showing [Complainant] how to do such a secured
party search. 4 [SOS Employee 1] remembered Hankins approaching her desk after she had
announced the search was complete.5 As Hankins leaned forward to look at the search results on
her monitor, [SOS Employee 1] recalled Hankins saying “This is probably unethical...” and that
the search was done at [Girlfriend] ’s request. [SOS Employee 1] then said that she did not think
it was unethical to do the search or she would not have done it. [SOS Employee 1] printed out
the search results and gave them to Hankins.
Hankins indicated that he recalled asking [SOS Employee 1] to conduct a secured party
search request for his girlfriend [Girlfriend] . Hankins said that the secured party, [Bank], had
quit doing business with [Girlfriend]’s employer, [Girlfriend’s Employer], and [Girlfriend]
wanted to know if [Bank] had hired a new service company or were doing their own filings.
Hankins said that the information he had [SOS Employee 1] look up was all public information,
however, Hankins subsequently admitted that the means by which [SOS Employee 1] conducted
the search was not publically available. Hankins added that [Girlfriend’s Employer] would have
had to pay for a subscription from a third party such as TransUnion or Equifax to obtain the data.
Hankins said that he would have provided the results for such a secured party search request to
any service representative or service company. Hankins then said that the UCC Section gets two
or three such secured party search requests each year and they do not comply with the requests
because they are overbroad and responding would be onerous. Hankins said that no one had ever
before made a limited secured party search request such as [Girlfriend]’s. Hankins said the
search results showed that [Bank] had made 64 UCC filings on their own behalf. When asked if
he recalled making a comment to the effect of “This is probably unethical but...” as he looked at
[SOS Employee 1]’s monitor, Hankins initially responded “Yes” but then explained that instead
he had actually said “I don’t believe this is unethical…” Hankins attempted to justify his actions
by stating that all the information contained in the results of [SOS Employee 1]’s secured party
search was public information. However, Hankins did admit that the means used (a search via
secured party name) was not accessible to the general public and that results were not obtainable
by using the only search mechanism available to the general public (search via debtor name).

R/Is contacted DoIT to provide any information regarding the nature and results of the secured party QMF
search conducted by [SOS Employee 1] into [Bank]’s UCC filings. On January 14, 2020, DoIT advised that there is
no record retention of such QMF searches or results.
3

Hankins’ written statement asserts that [Complainant] was at [SOS Employee 1]’s desk to assist her with
copying “items found from one screen to the next.”
4

Hankins’ written statement states that he came to [SOS Employee 1]’s desk “to see the screen to see how
they were doing the copying.”
5
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II.

Charges and Findings

Charge 1. Secretary of State Policy Manual Violation – 1.1.5 Standards
Within the first chapter of the Secretary of State Policy Manual is the Code of Ethical Conduct
which includes Section 1.1.5 Standards:
Acts or conduct which may result in discipline up to and including discharge, including
but are not limited to:
…
b) any conduct or action taken to use the employee's current or previous official position
for personal gain or influence;
…
d) incompetence or inefficiency in the performance of a duty, or inattention to duty;
e) disrespect
1) maltreatment of any person, or
2) harassment between a supervisor and fellow employee or between employees of
the office, or members of the public;
f) misuse or abuse of state working time
1) for personal gain, or
2) for any reason other than performing the employee's assigned duties;
…
o) providing unauthorized assistance to any person utilizing services provided by the
office;
…
3) Offering unlawful, improper and/or unjustified aid, support or accommodation to
any individual seeking services from the Office of the Secretary State is strictly
prohibited.
p) misusing, abusing, destroying or use of state property for any reason other than
official state duties including but not limited to office supplies, documents,
equipment, uniforms, vehicles or computers;
The evidence gathered in this investigation, particularly through the numerous interviews of the
employees under Hankins supervision, conclusively demonstrates that Hankins failed to
supervise his staff and showed an inattention to duty. Hankins’ unethical conduct was also
proven and is evidence of his abuse of state working time. Hankins admitted to unauthorized
assistance by improperly aiding a customer and by using state property for other than his official
duties.
[SOS Employee 1]’s [personal identifying information redacted].
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Charge 2. State Officials and Employees Ethics Act Violation – Sexual Harassment and
Secretary of State Policy Manual Violation – 2.39 Sexual Harassment
Public Act 100-554, effective November 16, 2017, added a prohibition on sexual harassment to
the State Officials and Employees Ethics Act:
Section 5-65. Prohibition on sexual harassment.
(a) All persons have a right to work in an environment free from sexual harassment. All
persons subject to this Act are prohibited from sexually harassing any person, regardless
of any employment relationship or lack thereof.
(b) For purposes of this Act, “sexual harassment” means any unwelcome sexual advances
or requests for sexual favors or any conduct of a sexual nature when: (i) submission to
such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual's
employment; (ii) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as
the basis for employment decisions affecting such individual; or (iii) such conduct has the
purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an individual's work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.
The Secretary of State policy on Sexual Harassment includes Section 2.39.1 Guidelines:
All persons have a right to work in an environment free from sexual harassment. All
persons are prohibited from sexually harassing any person, regardless of any employment
relationship or lack thereof. Anyone found to have sexually harassed another person shall
be disciplined, up to and including discharge.
A.
Sexual harassment may be defined as any conduct consisting of unwelcome
sexual advances, or requests for sexual favors, or any conduct of a sexual nature
when:
…
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an
individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
working environment. For purpose of this policy, “working environment” is not
limited to a physical location an employee is assigned to perform his or her duties
and does not require an employment relationship.
B. Examples of sexual harassment conduct, includes, but not limited to:
1. Verbal: Sexual innuendoes, suggestive comments, insults, humor, and jokes about
sex, anatomy or gender-specific traits, sexual propositions, threats, repeated
requests for dates, or statements about other employees, even outside of their
presence, of a sexual nature.
2. Non-Verbal: Suggestive or insulting sounds (whistling), leering, obscene gestures,
sexually suggestive bodily gestures, “catcalls”, “smacking” or “kissing” noises.
…
4. Physical: Touching, unwelcome hugging or kissing, pinching, brushing the body,
rubbing shoulders, any coerced sexual act, or actual assault.
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The preponderance of the evidence showed that Hankins violated both the Ethics Act prohibition
and the Secretary of State’s policy against sexual harassment in the work place.
Charge 3. Secretary of State Policy Manual Violation – 2.22 Workplace Harassment and
Discrimination
The policy on Workplace Harassment and Discrimination includes Section 2.22.1 Role of
Supervisory Personnel:
Each supervisor is responsible for maintaining the workplace free of harassment and
discrimination. This is accomplished by promoting a professional environment and by
dealing with harassment and discrimination. It must be remembered that supervisors are
the first line of defense against harassment and discrimination. By setting the right
example, a supervisor may discourage his or her employees from acting inappropriately.
In addition, supervisors will often be the first to observe objectionable conduct or the first
to receive a complaint about conduct which he or she did not observe. Supervisors must
act quickly and responsibly not only to minimize their own liability but also that of the
Office of the Secretary of State.
By virtue of committing violations of the Sexual Harassment policy, Hankins failed to promote a
professional environment and failed to set the right example for his coworkers and subordinates.
Charge 4. Secretary of State Policy Manual Violations – 1.1.3 Professionalism
Within the first chapter of the Secretary of State Policy Manual is the Code of Ethical Conduct
which includes Section 1.1.3 Professionalism:
Employees and contractors of the Secretary of State shall:
a) act with honesty and preserve confidentiality in the performance of their duties;
b) not engage in any conduct unbecoming and/or activities either on or off duty which
might result in or create the appearance of:
1) giving preferential treatment to any person;
2) losing independence or impartiality in performance of duties; or
3) affecting adversely the confidence of the public and the integrity of the office;
…
Hankins failed to act with the requisite professionalism when he directed his subordinates to
engage in unethical conduct including abuse of state working time. Hankins allowed his
subordinates to engage in behavior on state property while on duty that adversely affected the
confidence of the public.
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III.

Recommendation

As a result of the confirmed violations of the State Officials and Employees Ethics Act as set forth
above, it is the recommendation of the Executive Inspector General for the Secretary of State that
Dennis Hankins should receive a significant suspension for this conduct. As a result of the
confirmed violations of the Secretary of State Policy Manual as set forth above, the Executive
Inspector General concurs in the Department of Personnel’s recommendation that Dennis Hankins
be terminated from his employment with the Office of the Illinois Secretary of State.
Respectfully submitted:
_______________________
Nathan Maddox
Executive Inspector General
Office of the Illinois Secretary of State
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RESPONDENT’S PUBLIC RESPONSE TO OEIG FINAL SUMMARY REPORT
I.

Responses to Allegations and Investigation
A.

Allegation: Everyone” abuses time and fails to turn in time off slips and supervisor Dennis
Hankins (“Hankins”) is aware of the undocumented tardiness and time abuse yet fails to take
supervisory action.

Response: I deny this inaccurate and unsupported allegation against me. There is no
evidence to suggest that everyone working for the Secretary of State’s Office abuses their time
and fails to turn in time off slips. I deny being aware of undocumented tardiness and time abuse,
which would have required some action taken by me that was not taken.
As it relates to Employee #3, she admittedly called in to report on less than 3 occasions that
she would be a few minutes late due to accidents or hazardous road conditions.
As it relates to Employee #2, she suffers from a [personal situation]. Her [personal
situation] create [ circumstances] for her which she cannot avoid.
As to Employee #1, she was late once in ten years on a date that she was coming back
to work after having had [personal situation].
Per #1’s request, I excused her late return when she was delayed by purchasing bagels for
the staff as an expression of gratitude to her co-workers who reached out to her during her
time off. As relates to all three employees, I exercised my discretion and used professional
judgment to determine what was appropriate under the circumstances. I relied upon the
provisions of the SOS-SEIU Contract 2019-2023 Sections 24.8.1 & 24.8.2 which allow for
flexibility and encourage fair handling under the circumstances presented. These employees
were all considered by me to be reliable, dedicated and hard-working people who made up any
time missed to complete and fulfill the 7.5 hour workday. My decisions were appropriate and
compassionate and warranted under the circumstances. Complainant would not have had full
knowledge of these circumstances. It is possible that Complainants allegations against Employee
#2 could be considered harassment and creating a hostile work environment when #2 has
every right to take [personal situation] time relating to her [personal situation]. Her decision
to work despite her [personal situation] should be respected and not a source of complaint by
others.
I did not say that Employee 1 is fudging the books.
Employees under my supervision were not taking naps during worktime to my knowledge. I did
not prohibit an employee from taking a nap over their lunch time or on breaks. I am not aware
of anyone taking a nap in a public area inside the building.
To the extent what is documented in this report supports my position, I make no response and
agree.
As further evidence of the lack of substance to these complaints, it is my understanding
that the SOS did not discipline any employee under my supervision for these alleged violations as
a result of this investigation.
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B.

Allegation: Two employees, [SOS Employee 2] (“[SOS Employee 2]” and [SOS Employee 3] (“[SOS
Employee 3]”), frequently appear impaired during work hours and need assistance completing
assigned tasks. Hankins is aware of this and fails to take supervisory action.

Response: I deny this allegation. I am not aware of any evidence that Employees 2 and 3
frequently appeared or were impaired during work hours. To my knowledge I have never been
made aware that these employees needed assistance to complete assigned tasks due to an
impairment. I have not had to provide personal assistance to employees 2 and 3 to complete
assigned tasks. This allegation is unfounded and untrue. Moreover, there is nothing in this report
that substantiates an allegation that I ever believed that such information was true and failed to
take action.
I am aware that the Complainant had personal issues with Employees 2 and 3. I believe
that because of her personal issues with these two co-workers, she chose to complain to me, their
supervisor. She suggested that employees 2 and 3 were impaired. I personally investigated these
complaints. My investigation consisted of spending time with the employees and observing them.
At no time did I ever smell an odor consistent with drug use. I observed no behavior which
suggested to me that either employee was under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
While it is true that Employee 2 asked for assistance at times, in my opinion, her requests
were not excessive nor unwarranted given the complexity of her operating systems. As
Complainant did not operate the programs that were run by Employee 2, Complainant was not
qualified to make a fair assessment about the need for assistance. The allegations relating to drug
and allegation use or impairment at work by employees are not true and are not supported by any
evidence. Once again, to my knowledge SOS did not come to a contrary determination as none of
the referenced employees were disciplined by SOS as a result of this investigation.
C.

Allegation: [Complainant] alleged that Hankins told her that employee [SOS Employee 1] (“[SOS
Employee 1]”) had falsified her original employment application/resume and does not have the
educational ability to be competent in her position.

Response: I deny this allegation. I did not tell anyone that Employee 1 had falsified her
employment application/resume. In fact, I did not have access to the applications/resumes of
employees including, but not limited to, Employee 1. I would not have had any information
regarding what was submitted by Employee 1 when she was hired. I was not the person who hired
her. I did not make up or falsify information about Employee 1 nor did I relay such falsehoods to
Complainant.
The only person suggesting this information to my knowledge is Complainant. I do not
know why the Complainant is alleging this false information. The investigation report confirms
that this statement by the Complainant is not true. Employee 1 worked for me. I can say that she
is competent in her position and I provided her with positive evaluations confirming this position.
D.

Allegation: [Complainant] alleged that many of the UCC section employees frequently violate
the personal cell phone policy and that supervisor Hankins is aware and fails to take supervisory
action.

Response: I do not agree that employees under my supervision frequently violated the cell
phone policies. I agree with the documentation that I did remind staff frequently of the SOS
policies relating to personal cell phone use.
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I did not discipline Employee 1 for using her personal phone to make [personal situation] as she
required privacy to do so.
I did allow people to play music from their phones at low volume.
E.

Allegation: [Complainant] summarized her sexual harassment complaint against Hankins by
stating that he is a “very sexual person” who makes sexually suggestive or inappropriate remarks
in the workplace on a daily bases.

Response: As it relates to Complainant’s claim that I am a “very sexual person”, I am
offended by her comment. The Complainant suggests that I make sexually suggestive or
inappropriate remarks in the workplace on a daily basis. This allegation and charge against me is
untrue. As it relates to Complaint’s comment, I do not know what she means. I have never made
any inappropriate sexual advances or made inappropriate comments to Complainant or anyone
else.
As it pertains to the claim that I placed my hand on the Complainant’s shoulder, I admit
that I put my hand on her shoulder when I had to move behind the Complainant in order to view
a program on the computer monitor of Employee 1. Complainant was sitting at Employee’s one’s
desk when I was asked to assist Employee 1 with a task. As Complainant is a [woman] and the area
behind the computer was very limited, I momentarily placed my hand on the Complainant’s
shoulder in order to balance myself when squeezing behind her to see the computer screen. Once I
was secure, I removed my hand. This occurred at Employee 1’s desk and in her presence. There
was no inappropriate or sexual intention associated with this action. The Complainant did not
say anything to me at the time to suggest this offended her in any way. At a later time, I was
made aware that Complainant had mentioned to Employees 1 and 7 that she felt uncomfortable
about me placing my hand on her shoulder. Once I learned of this from others, I apologized to
the Complainant. She accepted my apology and said it was not a problem and did not think
anything of it.
As it relates to Complainant’s assertion that I made reference to three inches, this
statement was made in reference to a three inch by three inch card. The statement suggests that
the Complainant took this to be in reference to penis size. However, this was her interpretation
and not mine. It is concerning and bordering on insulting to me that she is trying to blame me for
her own interpretation of my comment. In fact as it relates to the cards, I recall that I
complimented the Complainant on a job well done in creating the design of the cards. The
suggestion that a sexual reference was made is unfounded.
At no time have I rubbed or touched my nipples in front of everyone in the office to suggest
that it was cold.
As it pertains to twerking, at no time have I ever engaged in the behaviors set forth on
paragraph 4 of page 11 of this report. This is a falsified complaint which is also offensive and
unfounded.
I deny all allegations relating to alleged conversations regarding statements made in
paragraph 5 of page 11. I have spoken with Employee 1 and she stated that she did not recall such
a comment. That is because I did not make such a comment. Employee 7 did not make the
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statement referenced. Investigators have spoken with Employee 1 and she did not recall the
comment either.
As it pertains to paragraph 6 of page 11, I admit that I was asked by a coworker what I had
purchased for my girlfriend for Christmas. “Panties” was one of several items that I stated in
response to a direct question. At no time was I near or speaking to Complainant
As it pertains to paragraph 7 of page 14 suggesting that I made inappropriate or sexual
physical references about customers or persons entering the building, I deny making any
inappropriate or suggestive mannerisms. I admit that I have described persons coming into the
building in order to identify them when I did not know the person’s name. I do not recall using
the terminology referenced by the Complainant and have never had a conversation with her about
visitors to my knowledge.
I agree with the statements made by employees that any comments that I make about
others’ physical appearances would be done in an effort to identify those individuals and not to
be vulgar or sexual in nature. I also agree with the employees who reported to you that I have
never touched them or others inappropriately as I have not done so.
F.

Allegation: [Complainant] alleged that, on one occasion, Hankins directed employees to engage
in unethical conduct for the benefit of an outside third party.

Response: I deny that I abused my position as a supervisor at any time while working for
the Secretary of State’s Office. I did not provide information to others that was confidential or
could not be obtained through a public record. The investigators did not ask me to show them
how the information at issue could be viewed by the public. It is my position that anyone can walk
into the Howlett Building and use public computers to access the same information at issue free
of charge by viewing such on the public computers. This claim against me is unfounded and
inconsistent with the law. It is my understanding that pursuant to 810 ILCS 5/9-526(b)(1)(2)(3)
that Illinois should be in harmony with the practices of other filing jurisdictions. This would include
offering public secured party searches similar to those offered by other jurisdictions.
At no time did I conduct searches and provide the results of the searches to individuals
believing that doing so was unethical. In fact as stated herein and in my rebuttal response, I believe
that all information provided was public information and appropriately searched when given to
the requester.
GENERAL COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO THE FINAL REPORT
I am very hurt and disappointed that the Secretary of State’s Office has terminated me for
behaviors that I did not commit and were either outright not supported or remained in dispute
following the investigation conducted. In addition, most of the behaviors that I allegedly took do
not violate any policies and were not supported by the witnesses interviewed. It is also shocking
and disappointing that the SOS would take this harsh step against me in response to what amounts
to one employee’s complaints about other employees’ behaviors. Most of the claims related to
matters about which Complainant had no direct knowledge.
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Complainant came to our division with a history of having an issue herself abusing time.
In an effort to help her, I authorized Employee 1 to assist in reviewing the Complainant’s time use
records in her previous department to return credit for time lost due to subpoenaed court
attendances.
I have been a loyal employee with the SOS for 18 years, 17 as an Executive III Administrator
with no issues. I find it unfair and disrespectful to me and my service history that I would be
terminated based upon unfounded accusations relating to mostly petty matters.
The person identified as Complainant has a history of making complaints about her coworkers. The allegations against them like those against me were unfounded. It is concerning to
me that the SOS office has apparently taken the position that it is not appropriate for supervisors
to provide flexibility, understanding and support to those who find themselves in circumstances
requiring them to take [personal situation] or [paid time off].
I stand by my decision to excuse an employee’s time off related to approved activities
including but not limited to [paid time off]. I stand by my decision to excuse minor tardiness and
allow an employee to make up that time when said employee is faced with hazards on the road. I
stand by my decisions to be flexible and compassionate not just because the law required same,
but because it was the right decision to make. I have chosen not to fight this decision further as I
no longer wish to work for an organization that punishes compassion and flexibility.
Respectfully Submitted,
Dennis Hankins
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Morgan, Megan E
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

[Complainant]
Thursday, November 12, 2020 2:10 PM
Morgan, Megan E
Victim impact statement

I was asked if I would like to submit a victims impact statement concerning the sexual harassment that I was subjected to the year and a half I worked with Dennis
Hankins, and yes, I would like for the person(s) reading this to know how I was impacted by the ongoing sexual harassment by my administrator. I have worked in the
work force since I was 16 years old. I have had mainly male bosses over my working career. Through the years of my adult life, I have been a part of many conversations
about sexual harassment. I considered myself a strong woman. When in conversation, I would offer my advice or 2 cents worth with the following words. “I don’t care if
he’s your boss or not, if he did that to me, I would turn him in in a heartbeat!” Fast forward to me being a [45-year-old] woman with a male boss that almost daily
sexually harassed me and the other women in my department, I couldn’t take my own advice and turn him in right away. I was in fear of losing my job and being labeled
as the woman that cried sexual harassment to climb the ladder. I was intimidated by his authority. I was intimidated by him. I was put in a position I never dreamed I
would be in. I did talk to [Employee 1] and her only advice to me is that the state won’t do anything and that is just how he is. The sexual comments got worse[;] the
gestures got worse. I dreaded going to work. I had to have my coworkers go into his office with me so that I wouldn’t be by myself around him. His sexual behavior
towards me and the intimidation factors he used, caused me a great deal of anxiety. I had to go to my doctor and be [treated]. She advises me to seek [further
treatment], which I am not ready to do. I was [given ongoing treatment] with the hopes that when I left that department, my [conditions] would get better. To this day,
I still have the [conditions] and have been to the ER for treatment. I had to use my accrued time off to go to the Dr and [other leave] when I couldn’t go to work because
of the [conditions]. When I couldn’t take anymore, through my [family’s] encouragement, I did speak up about the sexual harassment, as well as the unethical behavior
in that department. I thought things were bad before I said anything but after the IG’s office came to investigate, all of my coworkers, including Dennis, made it more
miserable than I thought possible. I had to go to work and listen to them talking about me and shunning me. One day soon I hope, I am going to seek [further treatment]
to try and learn how to deal with this. I can say that I will never utter the words I used to speak about turning someone in. That by far is the hardest thing I have ever
done. I am constantly worrying what my coworkers now may have heard about me. Wondering if they are thinking I’m a “rat” that wants to climb the ladder through
false claims. I have never been one to care what other people think of me, but in this case, I do. I have heard so many people here at the state talk about other women
and how they cried sexual harassment. I pray on a daily basis that I get through this and become the strong, [condition] free woman I once was prior to working for
Dennis Hankins. I thank you for taking the time to read my brief statement. I have so many emotions going on concerning this that every time I re-live that time, I get
emotional all over again.
[Complainant]
[Department]
[phone number]
Personal Cell
[phone number]
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